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About This Game
Slapshot is an online multiplayer game where you and 5 other players play a game of hockey. The game is physics-based, so
teamwork and crisp passing are essential to win. Play with your friends or team up with other Slapshot players!

Free-to-Play
Slapshot is free-to-play indefinitely. You can buy the Slappy Pass in order to unlock all of the customization options you've
earned to make your character stand out!

Controls
You control your own player's movements with WASD and a mouse. Use the mouse to swing your stick and control the puck.
Trackpads work, but a mouse is absolutely recommended.

About the Devs
Slapshot is a hobbyist project consisting of three developers: two software engineers and a designer/artist. We've managed
everything on our own from engine development, model creation, servers, and publishing. Try out the game and let us know
what you think!
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Title: Slapshot
Genre: Free to Play, Indie, Sports
Developer:
Glacier Labs
Publisher:
Glacier Labs
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2019
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Intel Pentium 4
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: Intel HD 4000
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 250 MB available space

English
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love this train its so detailed and fast but wee neeed the mallard. A very nice tertis kind of game.. Ok, so I've just played this
game for 5 minutes and found 3 major flaws.
First, the instructions of this game play makes no sense, expecially if you play it with a joystick. You need to actually press the
joystick on the middle, or the R1 to kill green goblins.
Second, the UI is... confusing. Instead of displaying the word 'menu' or 'continue', it uses colors and symbols. Maybe to the
developer it was obvious, but for us it's not.
Finally and not the least, it is incredibly buggy as hell. It will work when it wants to.
But, BUT. The gameplay itself is not that terrible, considering those other games that actually make you feel sick in your
stomach. If you get a 50% discount coupon, eh, give it a shot. Sometimes we need to play so-so mediocre games in our lives.. If
you're a newcomer when it comes to rhythmic games, MUSYNX is a really good game for you. It's colourful, full of great
songs, animations and it's also very forgivable when it comes towards developing combos. If you're looking for a challenge
though... it depends on your skill as you might be able to complete all songs with ease.
They could do something with the song selection menu (it is a mess as of now), and also implement some sort of Workshop to
which you could add songs stepped by the community.
Other than that, a pretty solid rhythmic game for beginners.. First and foremost, I didn't mind the movement. It's not traditional
Serious Sam trackpad, but it's a style I've played before. It's similar to Ghost Town, Astral Domine, Quell, Protonwar....you
press up to move, and you move where you point the controller. You have full 360 movement. Strafe, backwards ect...
The main issue with the movement is the fov restriction when you move. It projects a black cirlcle around your vision every
time you move. Conveniently they omitted this from the videos which I feel is grossly misleading.
I'm a sucker for stealth games and I enjoyed this one....unfortunately it's woefully short on content and appears to be dead on
arrival. If it ever gets more content, or gets finished my review would be a thumbs up.
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Dragon games are always fun, burning down complete villages, eating sheeps and humans,
but beware, these humans fight back!
Good controls when flying, and the area's to explore are pretty big.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2R_5svISRjQ. this game is so AWESOME and not like other Strategi,games and i just love
the soundtracks!!! to the game too they are really EPIC!! make me think about old good days wtih C&C Red Alert 2 and Yuri's
Revenge, the 2 best strategi games ever!!. While many elements of the game are enjoyable, a set of bugs and the lack of
currently available support (the links to the developer's\/publisher's pages simply go to spam sites at this point) force me to
recommend against this game. If it were a free download, I'd suggest it with the caveat to not get too involved or attached, as
there's a good chance you won't be able to finish the game or achievements. It's always sad to see a game abandoned by its
creators, and this one is no exception.. It's a really great route if you want some amtrak cars a EMD F40PH with some BN
rolling stock and a great AI car pack too!. this is the reason i bought a gaming pc. i was lost and now im found, love me some
indie platformers. also digging the quirky dialogue already, im a fappy boy. gimme dat cake.. Pros
- Cute
- Interesting concept of gameplay
- Nice graphics and design
- Realistic fire
- Token tracker
- 12 challenging levels
- Free
Cons
- Lack of level overview
- Some levels are difficult
- Lack of checkpoints
- Lack of tutorial
This game could be further improved by:1) Adding checkpoints (perhaps after reaching the recharging point,
2) Resizing the level select (because you need to click the arrow keys multiple times in order to repeat the desired level).
Certainly, the devs can fit all 12 levels in one screen,
3) Adding a short tutorial on what to get (the tokens as it is important for an achievement), how the droplet functions and what
to avoid.
Overall, this could be one of my free favourite games if its not for the difficultness for I need to repeat certain levels more than
10 times and 4 hours to complete it. Perhaps, I am not good in platformer games.
However, you should give it a try and challenge yourself. It can be frustrating but satisfying.. Great sim, I sunk a few dozen
hours into BoN before it was on Steam.. Duimpies omhoog als je een echte Nederlander bent :P. >Plays Hakumen
"Ha, ya like damage?"
Play CF. A beat em up game wher you CAN'T USE A CONTROLLER...is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing stupid....i taught that
the unleashed would be fixed...I AIN'T SEEN ANY DIFERENCE...you change the name to make more publicity.... a beat em
up that you cannot play with a gamepad....
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